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                 Political Science                
                 Read Chapter 3 and 4 of the textbook, then choose ONE of these FOUR questions for your second essay. Your essay should answer the question and explain your argument/position. Refer to the instructions                Read Chapter 3 and 4 of the textbook, then choose ONE of these FOUR questions for your second essay. Your essay should answer the question and explain your argument/position. Refer to the instructions

                Page 1 of 2   POLS 1502 (CREARYP) INSTRUCTIONS AND MARKING GUIDE FOR YOUR ACADEMIC ESSAY Please read these instructions carefully and refer to the course outline for additional information and instructions on the essay assignment s. Contact the  instructor by email: [email protected] or visit during office hours with any specific question s or concern s about any assignment .  Essay (also know as your Academic Paper or Research Paper or Paper) : Students must write and submit essay s in this course . Each essay must be approximately  4 pages or 1000 words, not including the reference list and cover page . Your essay must be typed, double -spaced, using Times New Roman font size 12 . It must  also have a one inch or 2.54 cm margin all around . Your essay must be formatted using the APA Style , particularly for refe rencing and citation . You must hand in  a hard copy of the essay, printed single side . Each page should be numbered at the bottom left corner and must be accompanied by a cover page that shows  your name and ID number, the course name and course code, the in structor’s name and title, the essay question , and the submission date.   Essay Question : Each essay will be based on a specific question given out in class by the instructor. Essay questions are derived from material covered  throughout the term and the que stions may vary for different sections.   Submission Deadlines : Follow the instruct ions given in class for where and when to hand in your paper s. Late papers will not be accepted; however, extensions  may be granted on a case by case basis , should one be warranted. Please speak with the instructor before your paper is due if you feel and extension is  applicable in your case. NOTE: Proof of the reason for extension may be required and you must have been attending classes regularly, regardless of the kind of  proof being used. Please also note that not all doctor’s notes will suffice as proof for extensions ; see the course outlines for further information about out -of- province medical notes.  Academic Sources : The essay must be based on researche d, academic information that is relevant to the question or topic . Students must cite from at least  three academic sources related to the topic. Academic sources are peer -reviewed books, journals, book chapters, and internet sources that are written by  ind ividuals with academic qualifications ( i.e. , a higher degree such as a PhD or Masters , and professional affiliation to a research institute or university ).  Academic sources use references and citations to show where the information comes from and so there is usually a reference list or works cited page at the end  of the document, article, or book. Academic sources also provide a theoretical basis for the claims and arguments that are being made throughout the piece.  Your primary academic source is the cours e textbook . It is your main source for information about the key terms and explanations of the concepts related to  your essay . Other academic sources should be supplementing or deepening your understanding of the concepts raised in the textbook and lecture s. The  bibliography at the end of the text book and further readings section for each chapter provides clues about additional academic sources related to the topic . If  you need more help finding academic sources for your topic, ask the instructor or check with a librarian.  Credible Sources : In addition to the minimum of three academic sources, student should also aim to have at least three credible sources of information in their  essay. Credible sources are information sources that make claims support ed by evidence or fact. Credible sources are prepared by experts in their field, including  academics, but they may not necessarily be written by an academic professional or have a theoretical foundation. Credible sou rces are unbiased, use credible  evidence to make claims, and provide reliable information that can be proven with the use of another credible source. Many internet sources lack reliability and  verifiability and so they are not credible. Look for “.gov,” “.org,” and “.edu” sites when doing intern et reading and research. When in doubt, ask your instructor  or a librarian for help finding credible and useful sources for your academic paper.  Citation and Referencing : Your typed paper s must have a reference list as well as in -text citations. Use the AP A Style rules for each of your essay s. Consult the  Writing Resources and Sample Paper folders on the course Moodle or visit the UM Academic Learning Centre for help with writing your paper . Page 2 of 2   Academic Integrity : All of the essay assignments are individual assignment s. In addition to the expectations for proper citation and referencing, a ll other  academic integrity standards apply to each paper . You may not collude with other students for any part of the assignment . You may not have anyone else do  the research or prepare your essay for you . Any instances of cheating, plagiarism, collusion, or other academic integrity violations will be dealt with according to  the ICM Academic Integrity Policy. Consult the Course Out line, your student handbook, and the UM Academic Integrity policy for more information.  Marking and Grades : Each paper will be marked using this rubric. Use it as a guide when completing and revising your own work .   Typed Paper  Beginning  1  Developing  2-3  Accomplished  3-4  Exemplary  4-5  E: __/20  Introduction and Thesis Statement  No reference to the topic, audience or relevance. Thesis is unclear or absent  Introduction is vague, offers little to structure the paper. Thesis is not consistently clear.  A good attempt is made to bring the topic into relevance though it is at times unclear. Thesis is apparent and clear.  Relevance of topic to class or audience is apparent. Organization for the rest of presentation/essay stated. Thesis is  readily apparent and clear.  E: __/ 2.5  Conte nt   Main components and key concepts missing. Relies on  stringing together quotes. No explanation in student’s own words.  Main components missing or key  concepts used incorrectly . Reader  gains little insight of student’s  understanding. Examples support some topic sentences.  Addresses most relevant ideas central to the questions. Examples support most  topic sentences. Quotes are well integrated, but topic or discussion lacks depth.  Addresses all compone nts central to the  question. Student ’s position is clearly laid  out and logically supported . Quoted  material well integrated. Depth without redundancy.  E: __/10  Organization, Tone, Sentence Structure, Word Choice, Grammar, Spelling, Writing Mechanics  Missing relevant information.  Essay has so many errors, the  meaning is obscured. Ideas are disorganized. Tone, presentation and structure are unprofessional.  Fewer or more than specified pages.  Missing relevant information. Essay  has several erro rs that distract the  reader. Ideas and logic sometimes fail to make sense. Tone, presentation and structure are not consistently professional. Fewer or more than specified pages.  Essay has a few errors but they do not distract the reader. Ideas and logic support the main purpose; good transitions between paragraphs. Tone, presentation and structure are generally appropriate. Number of pages specified in the assignment.  Essay is free or almost from grammatical errors. Ideas and logic support the main purpose ; good transitions between  paragraphs and solid topic sentences.  Tone, presentation and structure are professional and appropriate. Number of pages specified in the assignment.  E: __/ 2.5  Reference Quality and Citation Format  No indication of reading, research or synthesis. Less than required  sources. Some facts not referenced or unreliable tertiary sources used. APA style not  recognizable.  Marginal reading, research or synthesis. Less than required  sources. Some facts not refe renced  or unreliable tertiary sources used. 
 APA style is not recognizable.  Adequate reading, research or synthesis. 
 Required sources but some questionable  sources or a few facts/statements improperly referenced. APA style is recognizable despite formatting  problems. Fewer than 3 citation errors.  Substantial reading, research or synthesis. 
 Required sources drawn mainly from peer  reviewed or other approved sources. In depth research. APA style is used accurately and consistently with proper formatting.  E: ___ /2.5  Conclusion  No attempt to synthesize  information or draw conclusions.  Some or most of the conclusions are not supported.  Some or a few of the conclusions are not  supported.   The writer makes succinct and precise conclusions based on the review of literature.  E: __/2.5   
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